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a b s t r a c t

This paper presents a rate-distortion (RD) optimized interactive streaming method for multiview video
pre-compressed by H.264 Joint Multiview Video Model (JMVM). In the proposed method, multiple encod-
ings are first used to facilitate the flexible server–client interaction. Second, a RD-optimized scheduling
strategy is provided to guarantee the optimal view-dependent delivery of multiview video. In the RD-
optimized scheduling strategy, a distortion model is proposed to estimate the expected end-to-end dis-
tortion by accounting for both coding and packet-loss-induced distortions, as well as rendering-induced
distortion. With the end-to-end distortion model, the server can select the optimal encoding combination
for transmission. Experimental results demonstrate that the proposed method can achieve a significant
end-to-end RD performance improvement over the selective streaming methods with simulcast coding
or scalable multiview coding. In addition, it has better error-resilience performance to combat with
packet-losses over the Internet protocol (IP) networks.

� 2010 Elsevier Inc. All rights reserved.

1. Introduction

With the fast advancement in imaging and display technologies,
multiview video becomes increasingly popular due to its exciting
viewing experiences. Multiview video captures the real scene from
different viewing positions and viewing angles, and further pro-
vides the users with exciting visual effects. Besides the interactive
browsing of visual scene, multiview video brings the end users 3D
impressions because of the different scene depth information re-
corded by multiple cameras. With these characteristics, multiview
video is widely used as a kind of new media service in 3D-TV and
free viewpoint video systems [1,2].

Interactive multiview video is designed to provide multiview
video services with the high degree of interactivity over the Inter-
net [3]. In general, there are two ways to implement the interactive
feature for such multiview video systems with patterns of server–
clients. The first one is all video streams are sent to a client. The cli-
ent has enough visual stuff for selection. For this kind of transmis-
sion, a lot of channel bandwidth resources are wasted because a
client does not need to watch all of the views at one time instant.
The second method is that the requested video streams are deliv-
ered to a client on demand with an interactive mode. Because only

the requested video streams are transmitted over the network at
the same time, this method can save the bandwidth effectively
with the expense of a little delay compared with the first method.

Due to the channel bandwidth’s constraint, multiview video
must be compressed before transmission. There are usually two
kinds of methods to compress the multiview video. One is simul-
cast coding in which all views are coded independently. Another
is jointly coding of multiview video in which the inter-view corre-
lation between adjacent views is further exploited. Many joint cod-
ing algorithms have been proposed to improve the coding
efficiency [4–9]. Among these algorithms, most of them make
use of multiple reference structure to support inter-view predic-
tion for efficient compression and thus introduce more inter-
dependency between frames. This kind of joint multiview video
coding (MVC) is very efficient for auto-stereoscopic display appli-
cations, such as 3D-TV with multiple-projectors display [5], which
needs all views to be transmitted to the client in a broadcasting
way. However, it is not very efficient for interactive delivery of
multiview video because the inter-view prediction limits the ran-
dom accessibility of each frame [10,11]. Although simulcast coding
provides the interactive flexibility of view switching and is propi-
tious to interactive delivery of video, it has the lower compression
efficiency than the jointly multiview coding, and correspondingly
requires more transmission bandwidth.

Recently, some end-to-end streaming methods have been
investigated to transmit the multiview video [12]. However, most
of them focus on the 3D-TV application. Few works are aiming at
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the interactive multiview video applications with joint MVC, such
as the emerging H.264/MVC standard. In recent years, there are
also some related works on interactive streaming, which only
transmit the desired contents when they are required at the cli-
ent’s end. The transmission of region of interest (ROI) for high res-
olution video or image is a typical application [13,14]. The
streaming of concentric mosaic [15] and the delivery of light field
are also the other applications of interactive streaming [16].

To interactively transmit multiview video over IP channels,
many multicast streaming methods are proposed to deliver the vi-
deo data compressed by simulcast coding of each view [17,18]. For
jointly coded multiview video streaming, which delivers the jointly
coded multiview video, E. Kurutepe et al. [19] first proposed a scal-
able multiview video coding (SMVC) scheme to support client-dri-
ven selective streaming for interactive 3D-TV application. The
proposed system can provide flexibility in bandwidth allocation
to the selected views. However, this scenario is not suitable for
the error-prone channel. Once packet loss occurs in the base-layer,
the overall distortion will deteriorate because the enhancement
layer has a strong dependency on the base layer.

This paper proposes a multiview video streaming framework
which interactively delivers the multiple video streams com-
pressed by jointly multiview coding. First, we consider a multiple
encodings method to guarantee the interactive delivery of multi-
view video with flexible viewpoint switching. Second, multiview
video streams are RD optimally assembled according to the user’s
request. Such dynamic selective transmission can maximize the
quality of multiview video services over error-prone channels. In
the RD-optimized scheduling policy, the rendering-induced distor-
tion as well as coding and packet-loss-induced distortions is con-
sidered for the end-to-end distortion estimation.

The rest of the paper is organized as follows. Interactive multi-
view streaming architecture with multiple encodings is illustrated
in Section 2. In Section 3, we propose the RD-optimized streaming
of multiple encodings over IP networks. In this section we will ex-
plain how to estimate the end-to-end distortion and then find the
RD optimal encoding combinations. Section 4 presents the experi-
mental results. Finally, some concluding remarks are provided in
Section 5.

2. Interactive multiview streaming architecture

Multiview video services, which supply 2D or 3D special visual
effects, are deployed on the Internet by a kind of sender–receivers
streaming system. In this paper, we consider a unicast streaming

method for interactive multiview services. Fig. 1 is the architecture
of the interactive multiview streaming system. For the error-prone
network, I. Radulovic et al. [20] utilized multiple versions coding
for adaptive streaming. Here, in order to facilitate the fast view-
point switching, we extend the multiple versions concept to the
interactive multiview streaming. The notation of multiple encod-
ings is proposed to explain the different coding versions for the
same view with different inter-view structures. To achieve the
trade-off between the bandwidth consumption and the low-delay
viewpoint switching, the multiview videos are offline encoded
with multiple encodings. The corresponding RD trace data are also
saved in the server.

In order to transmit the data set that the user wants to see at a
particular instant, the server communicates with the receiver in an
interactive way. The receiver first requests the demanding views,
and the viewing position information of a client is sent to the ser-
ver through a feedback channel. Then, after getting the requesting
information and packet loss information, the scheduler extracts the
most appropriate data sets via the specific scheduling policy. At
last, the server responds the receiver with the requested views
data. At the receiver side, when the user’s browsing-viewpoint is
not located at the original capturing view position, the virtual view
will be synthesized by the rendering module to achieve smooth
viewpoint transition in free viewpoint browsing.

Multiple encodings encode the multiview videos with several
representations. Fig. 2 describes the multiple encodings structure.
Each encoding is a coding version of the current view with corre-
sponding inter-view prediction structure which embodies a certain
RD performance. To reduce the view switching delay, the spatial
down-sampled encodings with low quality are also encoded. The
spatial down-sampled encodings assist to switch the current view-
point to the low-quality encodings when the requested viewpoint
does not arrive in time [21]. In the proposed unicast interactive
streaming scenario, it generally involves the consideration of view-
ing delay. Currently, the total delay bound is set to 300 ms. Starting
from the user’s request, if the responding delay time surpasses
300 ms, the last viewing picture will be repeatedly displayed or
the down-sampled encodings of adjacent views will be displayed
if the down-sampled encodings are available. Once the request is
satisfied within the total delay constraint, the viewing picture will
be updated.

Multiple encodings can provide the multiview system with the
RD-optimized viewpoint switching capability. The more encodings
the system administrates, the better switching capability the sys-
tem can achieve. However, more encodings will bring more com-

Fig. 1. The architecture of interactive multiview streaming.
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putational complexity. The optimum encoding number can be
decided according to the system’s requirement of view-switching
flexibility. In Fig. 2, each view sequence is encoded by three or five
encodings. I denotes that the current view is encoded only with
temporal prediction. Assume IL and IR denote I encodings of left
and right reference views of the current view. PD L and PD R denote
that the current down-sampled view is encoded with inter-view
prediction from IL and IR, respectively. PL and PR denote the current
view predicted from IL and IR, respectively. The specific definitions
of PD L; PD R, PL and PR encodings are shown in Fig. 3 and Fig. 4
shows the coding structure of one Group of GOP (GoGOP) with
two views. Hierarchical B pictures with GOP size of four frames
are used for low-delay random accessibility.

3. RD-optimized multiview streaming

An efficient interactive multiple encodings streaming system
should solve two critical issues: the first is how the server should
allocate the available resources to guarantee the end-to-end qual-
ity of services over error-prone networks; the second is how the
server should select and transmit the appropriate encoding combi-
nations of views to maximize the rendering quality of the re-
quested virtual view.

To maximize the streaming performance, the server scheduler
manages the dynamic transmission of the multiple encodings data
through a RD-optimized scheduling policy. With the pre-saved RD
information, the server estimates the end-to-end distortion given
the instantaneous feedback of packet loss probability, and then
predicts the RD costs of different encoding combinations for one
GoGOP using a Lagrangian R–D function:

JðkÞ ¼ EfDend-to-endg þ kR; ð1Þ

where E{Dend-to-end} is the expected distortion of one GoGOP and R is
the corresponding rate. After achieving the RD cost, the server
scheduler selects the most appropriate data unit dynamically to
adapt to the user’s request. In the current streaming architecture,
the whole GoGOP is taken as one data unit. The server responds
the user’s request once every GoGOP.

3.1. End-to-end distortion model

When the requested view is the captured view, the end-to-end
visual quality is only associated with quantization coding and

packet loss. Let Dcoding indicate the quantized distortion and
EfDpacket lossg denote the expected packet-loss-induced distortion.
According to an additive distortion model [22], the expected end-
to-end distortion is then expressed as

E Dend-to-endf g ¼ Dcoding þ EfDpacket lossg: ð2Þ

When the requested view locates at the middle position be-
tween two captured views, the requested view needs to be ren-
dered using adjacent source views. Since the rendering quality is
not very perfect due to the blocking artifacts, post-filtering is usu-
ally utilized to promote the rendering quality. This operation in-
curs some visual changes, which can be treated as another kind
of distortion. In [23], the rendering view distortion is regarded as
a linear combination of the coding distortions of different views
when no packet loss occurs. Once the network is error-prone, the
rendering view distortion should be a linear combination of the
sum of coding and packet loss induced distortions. Since the
post-filtering induced distortion is also an additive item for the to-
tal distortion for a rendered view, as illustrated in (11) of Section
3.1.2, the end-to-end distortion for a rendered view can be an addi-
tive form

EfDend-to-endg ¼ Dcoding transfered þ EfDpacket loss transferedg
þ EfDrenderingg; ð3Þ

where Dcoding transfered and EfDpacket loss transferedg represent the coding
distortion and expected transmission distortion transferred from
the sources reference views, respectively. E{Drendering} denotes the
expected rendering-induced distortion for the rendered view.

3.1.1. Packet-loss distortion model
For the RD-optimized transmission over error-prone network,

the expected packet-loss-induced distortion for each encoding
must be estimated prior to transmission. Assume that the retrans-
mission is not supported due to its transmission delay, and the de-
coder can process the lost packet with an encoder-known error
concealment operation. Thus, the distortion after error being con-
cealed can be estimated at the server side. Also, in the current
encoding, we packet one frame a packet and the decoder only con-
ceals the whole frame loss.

In [24] and [25], the authors proposed the different distortion
estimation models for IPPP coding structure. In our work, the first
order distortion estimation (FODE) method [24] is used because it
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Fig. 2. Multiple encodings structure.
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is more suitable for the hierarchical B pictures coding structure
with a short GOP size. Let E{DGOP} denote the expected distortion
of one GOP, which is approximated in FODE by its first order Taylor
expansion. With the packet loss rate p, E{DGOP} is estimated as

EfDGOPg � Dno loss þ p �
XL�1

i¼0

ci ð4Þ

with

ci ¼ Di loss � Dno loss: ð5Þ

In (4), L is the GOP length, and Dno loss means the distortion of the
whole GOP without packet loss. In (5), ci is the first order Taylor
expansion coefficient of frame i and Di loss denotes the GOP distor-
tion due to only losing frame i. For the encodings of I, PD L and
PD R in Fig. 3, some RD information should be kept in the server.

The saved RD information includes the mean squared error (MSE)
and the corresponding rate data of single frame loss event for L
frames in a GOP.

For multiple encodings structure, the amount of the saved RD
data is proportional to the number of encodings. Because of the
same packet loss pattern, the distortion fading behaviors of differ-
ent encodings are similar for the same sequence. We integrate this
property into the distortion model to reduce the amount of the
saved MSE data. For the same view sequence, an error propagation
scaling method is derived to estimate the corresponding distor-
tions of other encodings using the distortions of I encoding for all
loss cases.

The distortion fading behavior is closely related with the coding
structure. Here, the distortion fading denotes that the error propa-
gation will gradually become weaken after the increased intra-
block coding and the repeated encoder spatial filtering (i.e., sub-
pixel interpolation). With the hierarchical prediction dependency
between frames, distortion estimation should be classified into
two cases, namely the single frame loss distortion estimations at
the higher and the lowest hierarchical levels. For simplicity, we
only discuss the distortion estimation of encoding PL, and the esti-
mation for PR is the same.

We first discuss the single frame loss case at the higher level, for
example, the case of losing B1 frame for view1 in Fig. 5. Let DB1 P

and DB1 I denote the distortions of encodings PL and I for only losing
B1 frame, respectively. Dno loss I and Dno loss P represent the
distortions of encodings I and PL without any frame loss,
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respectively. Because of the similar error propagation, DB1 P is not
necessary to be saved and can be estimated from DB1 I as

DB1 P �
ðDB1 I � Dno loss IÞ þ Dno loss P ; if the current

frame is B1;

ð1� aÞ � ðDB1 I � Dno loss I þ Dno loss PÞ otherwise

8><
>:

ð6Þ

where a is a scaling factor limited in ð�1;1�. It is determined by the
combination action of inter-view prediction, inter-frame prediction,
and the encoder spatial filtering. The specific spatial filtering in-
cludes the sub-pixel interpolation filtering in inter-frame motion
compensation and loop-filtering for reducing artifacts.

The spatial filtering can reduce the subsequent error propaga-
tion effect caused by the lost frame. The effects of spatial filtering
for PL encoding and I encoding are expressed as /P and /I, which
account for the distortion attenuation factor for PL and I encodings,
respectively. For example in Fig. 5, the effect of lost B1 frame in I
encoding will spread to the frames B21 and B22. However, the spa-
tial filtering of B21 and B22 will mitigate this kind of error
propagation.

Since PL encoding introduces the inter-view prediction, the cor-
responding inter-frame prediction proportion which comes from
the lost frame will be different from that of I encoding. Hence,
the error propagation effects between the two encodings can be
scaled via the different inter-frame prediction proportions which
come from the lost frames. a is computed by

a � 1� hP

hI
�uP

uI
; ð7Þ

where hI and hP denote inter-frame prediction proportion from the
lost frame for I and PL encodings, respectively. The percentage of in-
ter-frame prediction in each frame is statistically recorded during
encoding. Fig. 6 shows the specific hI and hP for B1 frame in the first
GOP for Race1 sequence. For simplicity, uP

uI
in (7) is often set to a

fixed value depending on the specific sequence.
For the single frame loss case at the lowest level, such as losing

B22 for view1 in Fig. 5, the distortion estimation is the same with
the lost frame case in (6). The distortions of the hybrid down-sam-
pled encodings, by comparison, cannot be accurately estimated,
because their distortions have different drifting properties from
those of corresponding full-resolution encodings. As a result, we
have to save the distortions of encodings PD L and PD R.

3.1.2. Rendering distortion model
In this section, we discuss how to estimate the end-to-end dis-

tortion for a rendered view. The RD analysis for a rendered light
field is first given by [23], and the authors regard rendering a par-
ticular view as a linear combination model. In [26], a simple scaling

method is presented to model the relationship of rendering error
and angle of cameras. It is based on the rendering method with
weighting rays which can achieve better efficiency for views with
different angles. Generally, the scaling method is a very coarse
approximation for rendering the practical scene [26]. Since the dis-
parity-compensated view interpolation is an efficient view render-
ing method for multiview sequences with parallel camera setup,
we model rendering as a disparity-compensated interpolation
process. To estimate the rendering view distortion, we take into ac-
count not only the transferred coding and transmission distortions
of adjacent source views, but also the post-filtering induced ren-
dering distortion, such as the blending effect and pixel mapping
uncertainty impact.

Block-based disparity compensation rendering for a block vb of
the rendered view vr is expressed as vb ¼

PNr
i¼1wicb;i, where wi is

the rendering weight for the ith source view, cb,i is the source block
in the ith view and Nr is the number of sources reference views for
rendering. In order to accelerate rendering, we perform the fixed-
size 8 � 8 block disparity compensation rendering.

In the block-based disparity compensation rendering, the arti-
facts are often occurred in the boundaries of blocks due to the
block blending process. In order to reduce the artifacts, the ren-
dered image needs to be post-filtered. Hence, the frame-level ren-
dering can be approximately modeled as

v r ¼
XNr

i¼1

ðwici þ cf Þ; ð8Þ

where cf denotes the post-filtering effect and ci denotes the ith

source view.
Accordingly, the distortion of a rendered view at the nth time in-

stant is denoted by Dr,n, which can be modeled as

Dr;n ¼ E ðv r;n � ~v r;nÞ2
n o

¼ E
XNr

i¼1

wi;nci;n þ cf

 !
�

XNr

i¼1

~wi;n~ci;n þ ~cf

 ! !2
8<
:

9=
;

¼ E
XNr

i¼1

wi;nci;n �
XNr

i¼1

~wi;n~ci;n þ ĉr

 ! !2
8<
:

9=
;; ð9Þ

where vr,n is the rendered view using the original videos and ~v r;n is
rendered view using the reconstructed videos. wi,n and ~wi;n signify
the weight of view i using the original and reconstructed videos,
respectively. Since wi,n and ~wi;n are related to the distance between
the rendering view and adjacent source views, wi,n is approximately
equal to ~wi;n. Likewise in (9), cf and ~cf denote the post-filtering on

( )P Interframeθ θ

Interviewθ

Intraθ

Interframe

Int
ra

Intra

( )I Interframeθ θ

Intraθ

Interframe

Intra

Interview

(a)

(b)

Fig. 6. hI and hP for Race1 sequence: (a) hP for the frame predicted from the lost
frame, (b) hI for the frame predicted from the lost frame. (‘‘Interframe”, ‘‘Interview”
and ‘‘Intra” denote the proportions of inter-frame prediction, inter-view prediction
and intra prediction for coding the frame, respectively.)
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Fig. 5. Coding structures of different encodings.
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the view rendered using the original and reconstructed images,
respectively. ĉr denotes the error signal of the rendering view due
to the post-filtering. In (9), the effect ĉr is decomposed into each
source-view’s ĉi;n, which can be regarded as the error signal re-
flected on source image ci,n due to the post-filtering on the rendered
image. Thus, (9) can be evolved into

Dr;n ¼ E
XNr

i¼1

wi;nci;n �
XNr

i¼1

~wi;nci;n þ
XNr

i¼1

~wi;nci;n �
XNr

i¼1

~wi;n~ci;n

 (

�
XNr

i¼1

~wi;nĉi;n

!2
9=
; ¼ E

XNr

i¼1

~wi;n ci;n � ~ci;n � ĉi;n
� � !2

8<
:

9=
;: ð10Þ

Because ĉi;n is uncorrelated with ðci;n � ~ci;nÞ, the intermediate term
can be thrown off. Then (10) is changed into

Dr;n �
XNr

i¼1

~w2
i;n E ðci;n � ~ci;nÞ2

n o
þ E ĉ2

i;n

n o� �

¼
XN

i¼1

~w2
i;nDi;n þ DDr;n ¼ �Dr;n þ DDr;n; ð11Þ

where Di,n denotes the coding distortion of the ith source view, and
�Dr;n is the rendering distortion before filtering. DDr,n denotes the
post-filtering introduced distortion for the rendered image.

In (8), the rendering using the original source images also needs

post filtering. Let f i
r;n

^

represent the pixel value before filtering and

f i
r;n

_

denote the pixel value after filtering. The post-filtering is an
average processing and it is assumed that the filtered pixel is not
reused in the filtering. The filtering operation is mathematically
modeled as

f i
r;n

_

¼
X

l

wl f lðiÞ
r;n

^

with
X

l

wl ¼ 1: ð12Þ

The index l(i) represents the lth neighboring pixel used in the filter-
ing for pixel i. The set l includes the pixels used for filtering. The fil-
ter coefficients wl are location and content dependent.

In the receiver rendering, the same filtering is also processed on
the decoded pixels. Assume that the filter coefficient is identical to
that of the filtering in the original source rendering. Let �f i

r;n be the

reconstructed value for the ith pixel before filtering, and ~f i
r;n after

filtering, then

~f i
r;n ¼

X
l

wl
�f lðiÞ

r;n : ð13Þ

In terms of (12) and (13), the filtering introduced distortion for a
rendered frame is

DDr;n ¼ E f i
r;n

_

�~f i
r;n

� �2
( )

¼
X

l

w2
l E f lðiÞ

r;n

^

��f lðiÞ
r;n

� �2
( )

þ
X

l;k;l–k

wlwkE f lðiÞ
r;n

^

��f lðiÞ
r;n

� �
f kðiÞ
r;n

^

��f kðiÞ
r;n

� �� 	

¼
X

l

w2
l þ q

X
l;k;l–k

wlwk

 !
�Dr;n ¼ hn

�Dr;n; ð14Þ

where q is the average correlation coefficient of the error between
two neighboring pixels. Depending on the sign and magnitude of q,
DDr,n can either decrease or increase the rendering distortion. q
cannot be obtained at server side and it is only approximately com-
puted by source images. q is pre-computed in a 8 � 8 window for
each source view image and then the average q in all source views
is used. Combine (11) with (14) into a complete expression for the
rendering distortion estimation as

Dr;n ¼ ðhn þ 1Þ�Dr;n; ð15Þ

where hn is a frame-dependent distortion scaling factor. According
to the known filtering coefficients and q, hn can be computed and
then the rendering distortion is appropriately estimated from
(15). When packet loss occurs, Di,n in (11) is the estimated distortion
which includes the packet-loss-induced distortion.

Since the distortion model in (9) is based on the assumption
that the rendered image using the original source images is the ori-
ginal signal for a rendered image, Dr,n is not the actually measured
distortion of the rendered image and it is just a coarse approxima-
tion for the actually measured distortion. Nevertheless, this model
can characterize how much the quantized distortion of one source
view had been contributed to the rendered image so that Dr,n can
be used to measure the visual quality of a rendered image.

3.1.3. Distortion model accuracy
For packet-loss distortion estimation, FODE can provide accu-

rate estimation at low to medium packet loss rate (PLR) [24]. Here,
we only illustrate the distortion scaling accuracy by an example for
the packet-loss distortion estimation. Fig. 7 shows the estimated
result of encoding PL using encoding I for Race1 view0 sequence
(640 � 480, 30 fps) when B1 frame is lost in Fig. 5. It can be ob-
served that the absolute error between the computed and esti-
mated distortion is very small. The computed distortion is the
actually computed MSE for PL encoding. For the frames from 220
to 280, because the interview prediction proportions for the two
encodings of I and PL are very small, they have so little difference
before and after error propagation that the estimation gives larger
estimation error than other frames.

Fig. 7. PL distortion estimation accuracy using I encoding (scatter diagram).
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From the different encodings, we can synthesis different image
versions for the same viewpoint. Fig. 8 shows that different ren-
dered images using different encoding combinations. The render-
ing is operated at the middle position of the first frame of view6
and view7. Fig. 8(a) gives the rendered full-resolution picture (left)
and the magnified object in the rendered scene (right). In
Fig. 8(b)–(f), the images are magnified objects. As shown in
Fig. 8, the images of (b)–(d) have the similar visual quality because
the source images have little distortion difference between their
encoding combinations. Since the images of (e) and (f) are ren-
dered using down sampled source images, they exhibit the blurry
visual effects compared with those of (b)–(d). In Fig. 8, the distor-
tion is evaluated by MSE. The computed distortion using model
(10) are described as DC and the estimated distortion using model
in (15) are expressed as DE. Since our distortion estimation only in-
volves identification of the optimum encoding combination, a cer-
tain degree of inaccuracy in the estimated distortion can be
tolerated. It is noted from Fig. 8 that, DE can characterize the ren-
dering quality for a rendered image, and correspondingly it can
be used as a perceptual distortion measurement for RD evaluation
of the rendering process though it is a rough approximation to DC.

3.2. RD-optimized scheduling algorithm

The compressed video data for one encoding combination are
packed into independent GoGOPs. Assume that the system uses
the M combinations for one GoGOP which includes N frames and
each frame is packed into one packet. M is searched by sweeping
all permutations and combinations which match the requested
viewpoint. For the packet j in the ith combination, the rate is Ri,j

and the expected end-to-end distortion is E{Di,j}. When considering

rendering-induced distortion, the expected distortion for packet j
is computed as the specific form of (15). That is

EfDi;jg ¼ ~w2
i;jðhi;j þ 1ÞDi;j ð16Þ

where ~wi;j and hi,j denote the rendering weight and the distortion
scaling factor of the packet j in the ith combination, respectively.
Di,j is the distortion for the packet j in the ith combination. Using
R–D function

Ji;j ¼ EfDi;jg þ ki;jRi;j: ð17Þ

RD cost for packet j is achieved. Here, ki;j is identical to that in H.264.
The minimal RD cost for the GoGOP of combination i is calculated
by

Ji ¼ Ji;0 þ Ji;1 þ � � � þ Ji;N�1: ð18Þ

At last, the optimal combination is selected by î ¼ arg min0<¼i<MJi.
Let Vrq denote the request view, Vcp denote the captured view, Vr

denote the rendered view, and iI represent one GOP of I encoding.
PLR denotes the packet loss rate. The detailed RD-based scheduling
algorithm is described as follows.

1. Initialize Vrq and PLR.

2. if Vrq = Vcp then îopt ¼ iI and goto 1; else Vrq = Vr and compute M
3. For one GoGOP

for i = 1 to M do
for j = 1 to N do

compute Ji,j according to (4), (16), and (17);
compute Ji according to (18);

îopt ¼ arg min0<¼i<MJi.
4. If (the stream ends) then stop; else goto 1.

Fig. 8. The whole image or part image rendered with (a) original source images, (b) both I encodings for view6 and view7, (c) I for view6 and PL for view7, (d) PR for view6 and
I for view7, (e) PD R for view6 and I for view7, (f) I for view6 and PD L for view7.
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In the above algorithm, the complexity is about O(M�N). Since M and
N are not very large numbers, the complexity is very low. Based on
the RD-optimized scheduling algorithm, the optimal encodings are
selected to adapt to the user’s request as well as keep the optimal
streaming performance.

4. Experimental results

4.1. End-to-end streaming performance

This section evaluates the end-to-end performance of the pro-
posed streaming method. The sequence used in the experiment is
Race1 (640 � 480, 30 fps) provided by KDDI lab [27]. Eight views
of each view with 300 frames are used. The error concealment
method is the temporal frame copy technique which is added in
the MVC software JMVM3.0.2 [28]. Packet loss patterns with a
set of PLRs of 5%, 10% and 20% [29] are utilized to simulate the er-
ror-prone conditions. In the experiment, the bandwidth expansion
effects of error-resilience channel coding, such as the additional
rate cost of forward error correction (FEC), are ignored. Since the
proposed streaming method aims at multiview video service with
low-delay viewpoint switching at intra frame, the sequences are
encoded with GOP size of four frames. In PSNR computing, since
the original signal does not exist for a rendered image, it is re-
placed by the image rendered by the original source images.

To evaluate the end-to-end performance, two viewpoint motion
trajectories are studied, as shown in Fig. 9. The first trajectory is a
moderate viewpoint motion trajectory that the browsing-view-
point stays at each view or the middle position of two views about
20 frames. When the browsing-viewpoint is at the position be-
tween two views, the virtual view is interpolated by disparity-
compensated rendering. The second trajectory is a fast viewpoint
motion trajectory with the uneven viewpoint switching.

In the experiments, two anchors are used for comparison. The
first is selective streaming method using SMVC [19]. We adopt
the SMVC3 structure which codes the base layer with three
down-sampled views using the MVC and just one enhanced layer
coded by H.264/AVC. The second anchor is view-dependent selec-
tive streaming of simulcast coding of each view. To compare the
performances of the three methods, namely multiple encodings,
simulcast coding and SMVC, hierarchical B pictures based open
GOP coding structures are used.

To study the low-delay viewpoint switching, two transmission
schemes are taken into account. The first is transmitting one view
data when the browsing-viewpoint is at the original capturing po-
sition and transmitting two views while the browsing-viewpoint is
at the middle position of two views. The second is always transmit-
ting three views including one browsing view with two down-
sampled side-views. Transmitting three views can reduce switch-
ing delay when the requested view is not arrived in time.

We first evaluate the first trajectory with moderate viewpoint
motion. Fig. 10(a) gives the end-to-end RD performances of the

three streaming methods without packet loss and with PLR
p = 10% for the first transmission scheme, and Fig. 10(b) gives the
end-to-end RD performances of the three methods for different
cases for the second transmission scheme. In these figures, SC
and SMVC denote the viewpoint-dependent selective transmission
with simulcast coding and SMVC without packet loss, respectively.
ME means the proposed view-dependent RD optimized streaming
with multiple encodings without packet loss. SC_P=10%,
SMVC_P=10% and ME_P=10% denote the three methods with
p = 10%, respectively.

0
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3

7

5
6

View position

0 60 120 180 240 300

Time (frame index)

Trajectory 1 Trajectory 2

Fig. 9. Moving trajectories of the browsing-viewpoint.

a

b

Fig. 10. End-to-end RD performance comparison for a moderate viewpoint motion
trajectory. (a) First transmission scheme. (b) Second transmission scheme.

a

b

Fig. 11. End-to-end RD performance comparison for a fast viewpoint motion
trajectory. (a) First transmission scheme. (b) Second transmission scheme.
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As shown in Fig. 10, the RD-optimized interactive streaming
with multiple encodings achieves the best performance among
the three methods for error-free transmission. In Fig. 10(a), for
packet-loss transmission, RD-optimized streaming of multiple
encodings outperforms the simulcast selective streaming up to
0.8 dB and is also about 3 dB higher than SMVC selective stream-
ing. In Fig. 10(b), the RD performance gap between the proposed
method and other two methods becomes larger than that in
Fig. 10(a) for error-prone streaming, and it is up to 4 dB for some
cases. The comparisons illustrate that the proposed RD-optimized
streaming method is more robust.

For the fast viewpoint motion trajectory, Fig. 11 gives the per-
formance comparison of several selective streaming methods. It
can be observed that, whether the channel has packet loss or no
packet loss, the RD-optimized streaming with multiple encodings
has always the better performance than other two methods. In
Fig. 11(a), at low bit rate, the multiple encodings streaming has
similar performance with the simulcast coding streaming. How-
ever, at high bit rates, the multiple encodings streaming achieves
about 1 dB gain than simulcast coding streaming. Fig. 11(b) shows
that the multiple encodings method is also superior to other two
methods, especially for packet loss cases.

From Fig. 10 and Fig. 11, it is worthwhile to be noted that the
performance of the proposed method changes very little with the
moving velocity of browsing-viewpoint. In other words, RD-opti-
mized multiple encodings streaming can achieve a higher perfor-
mance in saving channel resource and flexible view switching. In
the application, the continuous browsing in the viewpoint dimen-
sion is needed. When the viewpoint is selected on the position
between the two captured views, multiple encodings can save a
lot of rates because of the inter-prediction among the transmitted
views. The performance of multiple encodings streaming is some-
what related to the browsing trajectory. The longer the viewpoint
rests on one position between the two captured views, the more
gains multiple encodings streaming can obtain.

Fig. 12 shows the PSNR performances at different PLRs for dif-
ferent streaming methods with a moderate viewpoint motion tra-
jectory. It indicates that the ME streaming has the best RD
performance among the three streaming methods. The SMVC
method exhibits the inferior performance at the cases of different
PLRs. In the packet loss pattern provided by [29], there are very
few burst loss cases. To investigate the RD performance of the pro-
posed multiple encodings streaming with more burst loss cases,
we revise the packet loss pattern to increase the burst loss cases
up to 30% in all loss cases of each packet loss pattern. Fig. 13 shows
the streaming performance comparison among the different meth-
ods with a moderate viewpoint motion trajectory under more
burst loss cases. With the more burst loss cases, the RD perfor-
mances of all the methods are much worse. However, ME stream-
ing can achieve the relatively higher performance than the other
two selective streaming methods

4.2. Server complexity

Bandwidth is an expensive resource for video streaming appli-
cation. The video streaming with multiple encodings saves the
channel resource at the price of more server storage. If K encodings
are used, the storage will increase K � 1 server-storage compared
with traditional one encoding streaming. Since K is not a very large
number, the streaming method with multiple encodings is
acceptable.

Besides the storage, multiple encodings bring more off-line pro-
cessing complexity. The computation of ci in FODE involves 2L�K
times distortion calculations for K encodings (about 2L�K times
decoding), and L is the GOP size. In our experiments, K is set to 5
and L is set to 4 for low delay application. The distortion calculation
for multiple encodings is greatly reduced due to the adoption of
distortion scaling.

For RD-optimized streaming, the server incurs some computa-
tion in real-time scheduling, which makes the multiple encodings

Fig. 12. The comparisons of PSNR vs. PLR for several streaming schemes. (Bit-rate is at 3800kbps: (a) First transmission scheme, (b) Second transmission scheme.)

Fig. 13. The comparisons of PSNR vs. PLR for several streaming schemes with more burst loss cases. (Bit-rate is at 3800kbps: (a) First transmission scheme, (b) Second
transmission scheme.)
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streaming a bit more complex than simulcast coding method.
However, compared with SMVC method, which needs rate alloca-
tion computation to stream the multiview video with multiple
layers, multiple encodings method is of approximately similar
complexity.

5. Conclusion

Interactive streaming using emerging H.264/MVC standard is a
challenging problem for multiview services. In this paper, we pres-
ent an interactive, view-dependent streaming method with multi-
ple encodings structure to spur H.264/MVC standard application.
This method is a practical solution to save transmission bandwidth
for interactive multiview video services. The proposed method can
provide the superior interactivity using multiple encodings. Via
taking into account the different kinds of distortion, the proposed
RD-optimized scheduling strategy can guarantee the optimal per-
formance by taking full advantage of the RD characteristics of mul-
tiple encodings. The proposed method can provide better error-
resilient end-to-end RD performance than streaming methods with
SMVC and simulcast coding.
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